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Whole School Attendance:
96.4%

I know that everyone will be very excited about the England result last
night and although they may not be tired today. I am sure they will by
tomorrow! The final on Sunday night will be very exciting but it also could
be a late night especially if it goes to extra time and penalties (maybe an
afternoon nap is on the cards!) On Monday morning we will look forward
to seeing the children to hopefully celebrate an England win.
This week we have received the guidance from the Government
regarding stage 4 of unlocking the lockdown. In the guidance it does say
that schools can return to full operational procedures, however we have
to continue washing our hands, enhanced cleaning and ventilating. I also
mentions to have an emergency plan in place if we have to return bubbles
and isolation. We have taken the decision that we will continue more or
less as we are when we return in September for the first half term. We
will then introduce changes gradually and observe what is going on
nationally rather than changing and then having to change back. I feel this
would be more challenging for the children and the team, so for now,
more of the same. We will update our plan and send this out to you
before the end of this term. We know that there have been some really
good changes over the past 18 months and ones that we will definitely
continue with. The mornings are particularly successful and we have really
noticed that the children come into school so independently and settle to
learning more quickly then previous years. I also know that there will be
some changes to isolation if you are double vaccinated and for children
they are saying not to isolate if in close contact. Thank you for your
continued understanding as we support the children in the next change of
this pandemic.

As we are heading towards the end of the term we are chasing for any
outstanding monies because our year end is August and we have to
prepare for the auditors so if you can help us clear any debts that would
be great and the Office Angels will love you very much!
We have had a lovely week in school and I have just heard that the
Reception children enjoyed their visit to Ancient Rome very, very much
and loved going on the bus! This completes our visits this term but we
still have lots of lovely exciting things to do including our fabulous end
of term Carnival, Sports Days (more information will be coming out and
I have had the question if children can wear their House Team colours
into school on their Sports Day and the answer is, yes of course) and
then on the last day of term on Friday 23rd July we are going to have a
day full of games and activities. Our Year 6 have their Leavers Day on
Monday beginning with their Leavers Breakfast and then activities
throughout the day. I am sure there will be lots of lovely moments to
remember as well as memories shared. I really cannot believe they are
coming towards the end of their time here at primary school!
We had a lovely SEND review last week and John who completed the
review said that if he was a teacher he would like to work here and he
would definitely send his children here as we do what needs to be done
for every child. We have a second review on 14th July which will really
focus on our next steps to supporting our children’s needs.

On last week’s newsletter I mentioned the parking and I have to say that
a couple of times this week I have been a little bit later into school and I
have been shocked by the parking along Newport Road and how
challenging it becomes to drive through and my worry is if a child or
There is a letter coming out today regarding end of term arrangements
family stepped out because they cannot see around the cars it could be a
and there will also be a letter coming out for our Year 6 regarding our
horrid accident. Please use the Park and Ride or walk. It is lovely to be
residential to Bournemouth in the next few days too. I am aware that
able to do that everyday.
transition is always tricky as we manage the changes but particularly
under the current guidance. The team have a plan and will be out and Tonight, I have a France meeting for our current Year 5s . This really is a
about to help and support you next week and to help and clarify if repeat from the presentation I did previously for anyone who missed it
but also if you have specific questions you would like to ask. I will do a
needed.
France Meeting for our current Year 4 early next term so that you are
A reminder that we have an early close tomorrow. The children will have
aware of the France residential when your children are in Year 6 as we
their lunches before they leave and then the school will begin the big
have to book early. I will also do Watersports and Little Canada Meetings
shift! On Monday and Tuesday morning, the children will return to their
for the other year groups too so that if you have any worries or questions
current classes, except for Years 4 and 6. We will direct Years 4 and 6 to
we can share and support these. Payments for Little Canada for current
their new classes first thing so please do not worry about this over the
Year 4 is now overdue and any outstanding monies need to be cleared. I
weekend. Transition begins on Tuesday lunchtime where the children
do have a Little Canada for current Year 4 on Wednesday 14th July at
will be with their new teachers in their new classrooms. Year 6 will be in
5pm as current Year 4 go to Little Canada the second week back in
the Hall and the ICT Room. They have lots of activities planned including a
September.
science lesson from teachers at Cowes Enterprise College. On
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday morning the children will continue We only have 11 school days left and it really feels like we still have much
with their new teachers in their new classroom until Friday lunchtime to do. We will do it and I am hoping that August brings the sunshine that
when the children will return to their current classes. Next year we are we have missed since summer began. Fingers crossed! I have only been
considering transition for the last two weeks of term and this may ease swimming in the sea once this year and hope to go again soon.
the challenges of backwards and forwards.
Have a lovely weekend. Caroline Sice, Headteacher
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https://www.countypress.co.uk/
news/17847887.isle-wight-girl-tragically-lost-twoGentle Reminder:
School will close early on Friday 9th July.
older-brothers-hair-cut-charity/
•
Year 1 + 3 collection at 12.45pm
•

Year R + 4 collection at 12.50pm

•

Year 6 collection at 12.55pm

Thursday 8th July—France Meeting 6pm
Friday 9th July—Early Close—see above for staggered times
Monday 12th July—Leavers Day —Year 6
Wednesday 14th July—Year 4 Little Canada Meeting for September
Thursday 22nd July—Carnival Day—Outside Boxed/Picnic Lunch
Friday 23rd July—Last Day of Term

What’s going on this week?
UNESCO (the United Nations cultural body) has said that the
Great Barrier Reef in Australia should be put on a list of
World Heritage Sites that are ‘in danger’ due to damage
caused by climate change. The world's biggest coral reef system has suffered several bleaching events in the past five
years, which caused widespread loss of coral. Scientists say
the main reason is rising sea temperatures as a result of global warming, caused by the burning of fossil fuels.
Main question:
Are some places around the world more important than
others?
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Lanesend Primary Uniform Prices
From 1st September 2021
ITEM

CURRENT PRICE

NEW PRICE

POLO

£5.95

£6.95

L/S POLO

£6.95

£7.95

PE T SHIRT

£3.50

£4.00

HOODIE

£10.75

£11.85

ZOODIE

£12.25

£13.60

22, 24, 26”

£13.25

£14.60

28, 30”

£14.25

£15.85

32, 34”

£15.75

£17.35

36, 38”

£16.75

£18.35

£10.95

£12.45

SLIPS

SUMMER DRESS
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